
REVIEW PREVIOUS LESSON

UNIT 7: MY HOLIDAYS
LESSON 1

Choose the letter to talk about your holidays

Do you enjoy going 
on holiday? 

My grandparents.

Yes, it’s great.

At the beach.

Playing tennis.

Coffee ice cream.

A

C

D

E

B

Choose the letter to talk about your holidays

What do you like 
eating on holiday?

My grandparents.

Yes, it’s great.

At the beach.

Playing tennis.

Coffee ice cream.

A

C

D

E

B

Choose the letter to talk about your holidays

Who do you go on 
holiday with? 

My grandparents.

Yes, it’s great.

At the beach.

Playing tennis.

Coffee ice cream.

A

C

D

E

B



Choose the letter to talk about your holidays

What do you like 
doing on holiday?  

My grandparents.

Yes, it’s great.

At the beach.

Playing tennis.

Coffee ice cream.

A

C

D

E

B Where did you play 
volleyball / 
tennis…?

My grandparents.

Yes, it’s great.

At the beach.

Playing tennis.

Coffee ice cream.

A

C

D

E

B

Let’s think about the 
question for the 

answer C

Let’s talk about your holidays

Tell me about 
your last 
holiday

Was your last 
holiday funny? 

Was your last 
holiday terrible? 

What’s the 
weather like 

when you’re on 
holiday?

Talk with your teacher

Would you 
like to go to 
America? 

Where do you 
want to go on 

holiday?

Who do you 
want to go with 

on holiday? 

Do you like 
spending your time 
reading books on 

holiday?



REVIEW PREVIOUS LESSON

UNIT 7: MY HOLIDAYS
LESSON 2

Read and help Jim answer

Did you enjoy your 
holiday, Jill? 

A: Last year. 
B: All right!
C: Yes, thanks!

Mr. Ride
Jill

Read and help Jim answer

Where did you go?   

A: We sat in a circle. 
B: To the jungle. 
C: Yes, I’m going to bed.

Mr. Ride
Jill

Read and help Jim answer

How did you get 
there? 

A: Bring your bike!. 
B: I’m crossing the 
road.. 
C: We went by 
helicopter.

Mr. Ride
Jill



Read and help Jim answer

What sport did you do 
on your holiday?

A: We went swimming. . 
B: It’s a tennis racket. 
C: I don’t know the 
score.

Mr. Ride
Jill

Read and help Mr Ride answer

A: On my laptop.
B: Wow! They’re 
great!
C: Excuse me!

Here are the photos!

Mr. Ride
Jill

Find and  say the differences between the pictures

A B

How many 
differences are 
there between  
two pictures? 

There are 7 
differences.

  Look at the picture. Read and say True (T) or False (F)

A

1. There is two monkeys and they are holding a flower. 
2. The boat is red and yellow. 

F
F



  Look at the picture. Read and say  True (T) or False (F)

A

3. The girl is taking a photo. 
4. There are five colourful parrots on a tree. 

T
F

  Look at the picture. Read and say  True (T) or False (F)

A

5. The boy is climbing on the tree. 
6. There is two snakes in the picture.

T
F

B

  Look at the picture. Read and say True (T) or False (F)

7. There is a long snake in the picture. 
8. Three colourful parrots are standing on a tree.

T
T

B

  Look at the picture. Read and say True (T) or False (F)

9. The monkey is holding a banana. 
10. The girl is sitting on a boat. 

T
F



B

  Look at the picture. Read and say True (T) or False (F)

11. There are three bats flying in the sky. 
12. There is a yellow boat in the picture.

F
T

  Look at the picture and try to describe the picture following the numbers

1 2

3

45

6

7

Example: 1. The girl is swimming in the lake. 



REVIEW PREVIOUS LESSON

UNIT 7: MY HOLIDAYS
LESSON 3

Ask and answer 

What is the 
monkey holding? 

It’s holding a 
banana. 

Ask and answer 

Where are the 
bats? 

They’re flying 
in the sky. 

Ask and answer 

Where are the 
bats? 

They’re flying 
in the sky. 



Ask and answer 

Where are the 
bats? 

They’re flying 
in the sky. 

Ask and answer 

Where are the 
bats? 

They’re flying 
in the sky. 

Read Fred’s story. Write the correct word next to the numbers.

My name’s Fred and I (0)_love_going on holiday. For our holiday 
last year, we went to an island. We travelled there by (1)______. 
That was exciting too! 
It was hot and (2) ______ every day on the island, but 
sometimes it rained a lot at night.  

plane

sunny

Read Fred’s story. Write the correct word next to the numbers.

The food there was fantastic. We ate a lot of (3)______, __, 
kiwis and fish and one day, Dad cooked pancakes for us which 
we had with lemon sauce! We went for long walks along the 
beach and on our last day, I saw some jellyfish! Mum thought 
they were scary, but I loved them. I took my (4)_______ to take 
photos of everything and play games on and I brought back 
some really pretty shells. I gave the best one to my (5)_______. 
She loved it. 

pineapples

tablet

grandma



Let’s talk about your last and dream holidays ! 

What would you like 
to do on your dream 

holiday?

What did you do on 
holiday? Did you enjoy 

your holiday?

Where would you 
like to travel? 

What’s the weather 
like on your dream 

holiday? 

When did you go on 
holiday? Who did 

you go with?

How would you like 
to get there? 

Teacher, please remind the 
students to do homework and 
inform the result on Facebook 

group. 



REVIEW PREVIOUS LESSON

UNIT 8: ALONG THE BEACH
LESSON 1

Look at the pictures and answer

Nick Sam

This’s Sam and 
his brother, Nick. 
Where are they 

now? 

What are they 
doing? 

Are there any 
T-shirts on the 

beach? 

They’re at 
the beach. 

They’re 
playing 
football. 

Yes, there 
are. They’re 
on the sand 
by the sea. 

What are they 
doing in this 

picture?

Look at the pictures and answer

They’re 
swimming under 

the water.

What are they 
looking for?

They’re looking 
for shells.

Look at the pictures and answer

What Sam and 
Nick are doing 

now? 

They are 
sitting on 

some rocks.

What’s Nick taking 
from the water?

He’s taking 
an orange 

T-shirt.



What are Sam 
and Nick doing 

now? 

Look at the pictures and answer

They’re 
standing 

next to a bus 
stop. 

Are their T-shirts 
wet?

Yes, they 
are. 

True (T) or False.

1. There are three green T-shirts on the beach and the boys are playing football. 
2. The boys are playing badminton on the beach. 

F
F

True (T) or False.

3. The boys are sitting at the bus stop.
4. There’s a green car in the picture.

F
T

True (T) or False.

5. Nick is taking an orange T-shirt from the water. 
6. They’re sitting on the beach and waiting for their T-shirts.

T
F



Look at the picture 1, 2, 3 and 4. Try to tell the story 

1

4

2

3

   Nick Sam
The pictures 
show a story. 

It’s called ‘The 
wet T-shirts.



REVIEW PREVIOUS LESSON

UNIT 8: ALONG THE BEACH
LESSON 2

Read the story. Complete the sentences about the story. Write 1,2 or 3 words 

                                           The wet T-shirts! 
Last Tuesday, Sam and his brother Nick went for a walk along the beach. 
They put their towels and clothes down in their favourite place on the sand 
and then played football. Then they ran and jumped into the waves. 

Example: Nick has a ____________ called Sam. 
1. Before their game of football, the boys had a walk 

_____________. 
2. After their game, the boys _____________ into the sea.

brother

along the beach
ran and jumped

Complete the sentences about the story. Write 1,2 or 3 words 

The boys swam under the water to look for shells and sea animals. Then 
they swam around some big rocks and, when they were tired, climbed up 
out of the water and sat on them to watch the sailing boats. Then Nick 
saw something orange in the water by their feet. He picked it up and said, 
‘Look! It’s your orange T-shirt, Sam! You put it too near the sea!’

3. Nick and Sam wanted to find some _________________ 
under the water. 
4. Then the boys sat on a rock to watch ________________ . 
5. Nick saw Sam’s ____________ in the sea.

shells/ sea animals.

the (sailing) boats
(orange) T-shirt

Complete the sentences about the story. Write 1,2 or 3 words 

Then Nick saw his green T-shirt in the sea, too and said, ‘Quick, Sam! Get it 
for me!’ 
The brothers swam back to the beach with their wet T-shirts. When they got 
there, only one of their shoes was on the sand. ‘We put those too near the 
sea, too.’ Sam said. 
They walked to the bus stop in their wet clothes and then caught a bus 
home. When they told their parents everything, Mum said, ‘You must be 
more careful!’ ‘But we’re happy that  you’re both safe!’ Dad added. 

6. The boys lost three of their _____________ in the water. 
7. Nick and Sam stood by a ________________ to wait for their 
bus. 
8. Their parents were happy because the boys were 
__________.

shoes
         bus stop

  (both) safe



Read the sentences and find the answers in the story.

                                                             The wet T-shirts! 
Last Tuesday, Sam and his brother Nick went for a walk along the beach. They put their towels 
and clothes down in their favourite place on the sand and then played football. Then they ran and 
jumped into the waves.The boys swam under the water to look for shells and sea animals. Then 
they swam around some big rocks and, when they were tired, climbed up out of the water and sat 
on them to watch the sailing boats. Then Nick saw something orange in the water by their feet. 
He picked it up and said, ‘Look! It’s your orange T-shirt, Sam! You put it too near the sea!’Then 
Nick saw his green T-shirt in the sea, too and said, ‘Quick, Sam! Get it for me!’ The brothers 
swam back to the beach with their wet T-shirts. When they got there, only one of their shoes was 
on the sand. ‘We put those too near the sea, too.’ Sam said. 
They walked to the bus stop in their wet clothes and then caught a bus home. When they told 
their parents everything, Mum said, ‘You must be more careful!’ ‘But we’re happy that  you’re 
both safe!’ Dad added. 

Example: After a 
swim, you can dry 

your body with these. 
What are they?

Towels.Where is the word in 
the story? It’s on line 1.

Read the sentences and find the answers in the story.

                                                             The wet T-shirts! 
Last Tuesday, Sam and his brother Nick went for a walk along the beach. They put their towels 
and clothes down in their favourite place on the sand and then played football. Then they ran and 
jumped into the waves.The boys swam under the water to look for shells and sea animals. Then 
they swam around some big rocks and, when they were tired, climbed up out of the water and sat 
on them to watch the sailing boats. Then Nick saw something orange in the water by their feet. 
He picked it up and said, ‘Look! It’s your orange T-shirt, Sam! You put it too near the sea!’Then 
Nick saw his green T-shirt in the sea, too and said, ‘Quick, Sam! Get it for me!’ The brothers 
swam back to the beach with their wet T-shirts. When they got there, only one of their shoes was 
on the sand. ‘We put those too near the sea, too.’ Sam said. 
They walked to the bus stop in their wet clothes and then caught a bus home. When they told 
their parents everything, Mum said, ‘You must be more careful!’ ‘But we’re happy that  you’re 
both safe!’ Dad added. 

1. Swimsuits, shorts, 
and skirts are 

examples of these. 
What are they?

Clothes.Where is the word in 
the story?

It’s on line 2.

Read the sentences and find the answers in the story.

                                                             The wet T-shirts! 
Last Tuesday, Sam and his brother Nick went for a walk along the beach. They put their towels 
and clothes down in their favourite place on the sand and then played football. Then they ran and 
jumped into the waves.The boys swam under the water to look for shells and sea animals. Then 
they swam around some big rocks and, when they were tired, climbed up out of the water and sat 
on them to watch the sailing boats. Then Nick saw something orange in the water by their feet. 
He picked it up and said, ‘Look! It’s your orange T-shirt, Sam! You put it too near the sea!’Then 
Nick saw his green T-shirt in the sea, too and said, ‘Quick, Sam! Get it for me!’ The brothers 
swam back to the beach with their wet T-shirts. When they got there, only one of their shoes was 
on the sand. ‘We put those too near the sea, too.’ Sam said. 
They walked to the bus stop in their wet clothes and then caught a bus home. When they told 
their parents everything, Mum said, ‘You must be more careful!’ ‘But we’re happy that  you’re 
both safe!’ Dad added. 

2..This is under your 
feet when you walk 
on the beach. What 

is it?

Sand.
Where is the word in 

the story? It’s on line 2.

Read the sentences and find the answers in the story.

                                                             The wet T-shirts! 
Last Tuesday, Sam and his brother Nick went for a walk along the beach. They put their towels 
and clothes down in their favourite place on the sand and then played football. Then they ran and 
jumped into the waves.The boys swam under the water to look for shells and sea animals. Then 
they swam around some big rocks and, when they were tired, climbed up out of the water and sat 
on them to watch the sailing boats. Then Nick saw something orange in the water by their feet. 
He picked it up and said, ‘Look! It’s your orange T-shirt, Sam! You put it too near the sea!’Then 
Nick saw his green T-shirt in the sea, too and said, ‘Quick, Sam! Get it for me!’ The brothers 
swam back to the beach with their wet T-shirts. When they got there, only one of their shoes was 
on the sand. ‘We put those too near the sea, too.’ Sam said. 
They walked to the bus stop in their wet clothes and then caught a bus home. When they told 
their parents everything, Mum said, ‘You must be more careful!’ ‘But we’re happy that  you’re 
both safe!’ Dad added. 

3. You can climb up 
or on to these. 

They’re often grey. 
What are they?

Rocks.Where is the word in 
the story?

It’s on line 4 .



Read the sentences and find the answers in the story.

                                                             The wet T-shirts! 
Last Tuesday, Sam and his brother Nick went for a walk along the beach. They put their towels 
and clothes down in their favourite place on the sand and then played football. Then they ran and 
jumped into the waves.The boys swam under the water to look for shells and sea animals. Then 
they swam around some big rocks and, when they were tired, climbed up out of the water and sat 
on them to watch the sailing boats. Then Nick saw something orange in the water by their feet. 
He picked it up and said, ‘Look! It’s your orange T-shirt, Sam! You put it too near the sea!’Then 
Nick saw his green T-shirt in the sea, too and said, ‘Quick, Sam! Get it for me!’ The brothers 
swam back to the beach with their wet T-shirts. When they got there, only one of their shoes was 
on the sand. ‘We put those too near the sea, too.’ Sam said. 
They walked to the bus stop in their wet clothes and then caught a bus home. When they told 
their parents everything, Mum said, ‘You must be more careful!’ ‘But we’re happy that  you’re 
both safe!’ Dad added. 

4. You need a ticket 
to travelon this in 

town. What is this?
Bus.Where is the word in 

the story?

It’s on line 10.

Read the sentences and find the answers in the story.

                                                             The wet T-shirts! 
Last Tuesday, Sam and his brother Nick went for a walk along the beach. They put their towels 
and clothes down in their favourite place on the sand and then played football. Then they ran and 
jumped into the waves.The boys swam under the water to look for shells and sea animals. Then 
they swam around some big rocks and, when they were tired, climbed up out of the water and sat 
on them to watch the sailing boats. Then Nick saw something orange in the water by their feet. 
He picked it up and said, ‘Look! It’s your orange T-shirt, Sam! You put it too near the sea!’Then 
Nick saw his green T-shirt in the sea, too and said, ‘Quick, Sam! Get it for me!’ The brothers 
swam back to the beach with their wet T-shirts. When they got there, only one of their shoes was 
on the sand. ‘We put those too near the sea, too.’ Sam said. 
They walked to the bus stop in their wet clothes and then caught a bus home. When they told 
their parents everything, Mum said, ‘You must be more careful!’ ‘But we’re happy that  you’re 
both safe!’ Dad added. 

5. These people are 
your mother and your 
father. Who are they?

      Parents.Where is the word in 
the story?

It’s on line 11.



REVIEW PREVIOUS LESSON

UNIT 8: ALONG THE BEACH
LESSON 3

Talk about you and the beach

Do you live near a 
beach? Do you love 

swimming in the sea?Do you like jumping 
in the waves?

Are you good at 
swimming?

What things do you 
do on the beach?

When do you go to 
the beach?What’s your 

favourite animals? 
Do you love fish?

Look and say

Pick something up/ take 
something off the floor.

Look and say

have a swim / go for a swim 



Look and say

Take a bus / Catch a bus

Look and say

     email / send an email 

Look and say

Put on clothes / get dressed 

Look and say

Go to the shops / go shopping



Look and say

Have a walk / Go for a walk

Read the sentences. Write missing letters in words which mean the same.

1. Take something off the floor                    p _ _ _   something u_ 
2. Have a swim or walk                                  g_  f_ _ a swim or a walk
3. Take a bus                                                 c_ _ _ _   a bus 
4. Email                                                        s_ _ _   an email 
5. Put on your clothes                                       g _ _   d_ _ _ _ _ _ 
6. Go to the shops                                            g_ s_ _ _ _ _ _ _

i  c k    p
o   o r
a t c h
e n d
e  t      r e  s s e d

  o   hopping   

Complete the sentence 

Before we have a shower or a bath, 
we _________ them_______. 

Before we go to school,  we 
_____our clothes. put on 

take off 

Let’s talk 

DId you catch a 
bus to school this 

morning?

Did you get 
dressed in your 
favourite clothes 

this morning?

Do you often go 
shopping with your 

mother?

Did you go for a 
swim in the sea last 

week?



Find ten more pairs. Match the numbers in column A with the letters in column B

1. Write 
2. I 
3. Pair 
4. Wear 
5. Red 
6. Sun 
7. Eight 
8. Know 
9. Sea 

10. Aren’t 
11. Four

A. Read 
B. Son 
C. Aunt 
D. For 
E. Eye 
F. Where 

G. See 
H. No 
I. Right 
J. Ate 
K. Pear 

A B

There are ten more 
word pairs here that 
sound the same but 

look different. Let’s find 
them. 

Answers: 2.E 3.K 4.F 5.A 6.H 7.J 8.H 9.G 10.C 11.D 

Example: Write - Right 

Look. Find the differences between 2 pictures 

Picture A Picture B
1

2 3

4

5

6

Answer the questions to describe the picture below 

Where are the 
girls and the 

boys?
What are they 

doing? 

Is there a whale in 
the sea?

Is it sunny?

Now you have 1 minute to try to describe the picture below.



REVIEW PREVIOUS LESSON

UNIT 9: TREASURE 
LESSON 1

What’s this?

A ticket 

Maps

What’s this?

Treasure 

Islands

What’s this?

A pirate 

A bee



What’s this?

The sky  

A ship

Read the sentences. Choose the correct word in the box to answer 

a ticket maps treasure islands
a pirate a bee the sky a ship

1.This person is in stories 
and sometimes he has a 

parrot!

A pirate.

Read the sentences. Choose the correct word in the box to answer 

a ticket maps treasure islands
a pirate a bee the sky a ship

2.You have to buy this 
when you go to watch a 

film.

A ticket

3. You see the sun in this 
in the day and the moon 

at night.

The sky.

Read the sentences. Choose the correct word in the box to answer 

a ticket maps treasure islands
a pirate a bee the sky a ship

4. You look at these to 
find roads to different 

towns.

Maps

5. These places have 
water all round them

Islands.



Read the sentences. Choose the correct word in the box to answer 

a ticket maps treasure islands
a pirate a bee the sky a ship

6. Pirates look for this 
under the water or under 

the ground.

Treasure.

7. Some people travel on 
this when they need to 

cross the sea. 

A ship.



REVIEW PREVIOUS LESSON

UNIT 9: TREASURE 
LESSON 2

Look and say

A family 

Parents  

Look and say

A party 

Look and say

Trousers  



Look and say

A panda  

Choose the words that you can make from this name of the film! 

1. Tests

2. Parents

3. Apps

4. Seats

5. Trousers

6. Sisters

7. Parties

8. Dinner

9. Pandas

Use the letters 
in the name to 

make the 
words.

Choose the words that you can make from this name of the film! 

1. Tests

2. Parents

3. Apps

4. Seats

5. Trousers

6. Sisters

7. Parties

8. Dinner

9. Pandas

Read the story and answer the questions. 

Last week, my parents and I read about 
a film on the internet. We bought the 
tickets and went to see it at the Star 
Cinema on Sunday. The film was about 
a famous pirate called Dan. He wore 
black boots and had a black beard and 
moustache. He had a parrot too, whose 
name was Clever. Clever always sat on 
Dan’s shoulder. 

Who read about 
the film on the 

Internet? The boy and 
his parents.

Where did they 
go on Sunday? They went to the 

Star Cinema to 
see the film on 

Sunday.

Who was 
Dan?

Dan was a 
famous pirate.

Who was 
Clever?

Clever was 
Dan’s parrot.



Read the story and answer the questions. 

In the film, Dan and his pirates  sailed to 
a small island. When they got to the 
beach, Dan was hot and tired, ‘Find 
something for us all to eat!’ he said to 
the pirates, ‘Something for Clever too!’ 
Dan’s pirates found lots of bananas, 
pineapples, coconuts and kiwis to eat. 
They sat down in a circle on the sand, 
ate and then went to sleep after all their 
work. 

Where did the 
pirates go in their 

ship? To a small 
island.

What did Dan 
ask them to do?

Dan told the 
pirates to find 
some food for 

everyone.

What did they do 
after eating?

They went to 
sleep on the 

beach.

Read the story and answer the questions. 

Then Clever made a really loud noise 
and Dan and the pirates woke up. 
Clever jumped up and down and said, 
‘Pretty treasure! Pretty treasure! 
‘Clever’s never wrong. There’s treasure 
here!’ Dan said. The pirates found the 
box under the sand and laughed very 
loudly when they looked inside. That 
night the moon in the sky looked 
beautiful and all the pirates sang and 
played music on the sand.I loved the 
film. It was fantastic.

What did Clever 
find under the 

sand? Clever found 
some treasure.

When they found the  
treasure, what did 

they do on the beach 
under the beautiful 

moon?
They sang and 
played music.  

Was it a fantastic 
film?

Yes, it was. 

Let’s talk 

Do you like 
watching films 
about pirates?

Do you know 
what pirates 

often do?



REVIEW PREVIOUS LESSON



UNIT 9: TREASURE 
LESSON 3

Look at picture 2 and answer the questions

Who are 
they? Why 

do you 
know?

What are 
they doing?

How many 
kinds of fruit 
are there? 

What kind 
of fruit is the 

parrot 
eating?

What’s the 
weather 

like?

Are they 
happy?



Look and read the sentences. Mark True (T) or False (F) 

1. There are five pirates in the picture and they are cutting down the trees. 
2. The parrot is eating a banana. 
3. The weather is hot and sunny. 

F
T
T



Look and read the sentences. Mark True (T) or False (F) 

4. One pirate is cutting a pineapple and he looks very happy. 
5. It’s rainy and stormy on the island. 
6. A pirate is climbing the coconut tree.

T
F
T



Look at picture 3 and answer the questions

What is the 
box? 

What are 
the pirates 

doing?

Is the moon 
beautiful?

Are they 
happy?



Look and read the sentences. Mark True (T) or False (F) 

1. They are singing and playing music at night. 
2. The pirates are sleeping by the sea. 
3. There’s a box of treasure on the island. 

T
F
T



Look and read the sentences. Mark True (T) or False (F) 

4. A pirate is wearing his hat and a pirate is playing the guitar under the sun. 
5. There’s a pineapple in a bowl. 

F
T



You have 1 minute to say the differences between picture 2 and picture 3



Teacher, please remind the 
students to do homework and 
inform the result on Facebook 

group. 



       MOVERS 4 
REVIEW 3 UNIT 7-9
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1. “Who do you go on holiday with?” 

A. I go with my parents. C. Thanks very much. 

B. It’s great. D.  Playing tennis.
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1. “Who do you go on holiday with?” 

A. I go with my parents. C. Thanks very much. 

B. It’s great. D.  Playing tennis.
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2. What do you like doing on holiday?

A. Coffee ice cream C. Playing volleyball. 

B. Yes, thanks. D. At the beach. 
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2. What do you like doing on holiday?

A. Coffee ice cream C. Playing volleyball. 

B. Yes, thanks. D. At the beach. 
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3.                              What are they doing?

A. They are watching TV on a 
bus. 

C. They are eating a birthday 
cake on a bus.

B. They are catching  a bus. D. They are cooking on a 
bus.
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3.                              What are they doing?

A. They are watching TV on a 
bus. 

C. They are eating a birthday 
cake on a bus.

B. They are catching  a bus. D. They are cooking on a 
bus.
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4. What is it?

A. A box of flowers C. A Cake

B.  A box of chocolate D. A box of treasure



$1,000

$500

$400

$300

$200

$100

4. What is it?

A. A box of flowers C. A Cake

B.  A box of chocolate D. A box of treasure

$1,000

$500

$400

$300

$200

$100

5. You see the sun in this in the day and the 
moon at night.

A. The house C. The sky

B. The sun D. The moon

$1,000

$500

$400

$300

$200

$100

5. You see the sun in this in the day and the 
moon at night.

A. The house C. The sky

B. The sun D. The moon

$1,000

$500

$400

$300

$200

$100

6. Which is the name of the film about 
pirates you have learned? 

A. Pirates and parrots C. Pirates and coconuts

B. Parrots and carrots D. Pirates and 7 dragons



$1,000

$500

$400

$300

$200

$100

6. Which is the name of the film about 
pirates you have learned? 

A. Pirates and parrots C. Pirates and coconuts

B. Parrots and carrots D. Pirates and 7 dragons

CONGRATULATIONS! YOU WIN!
TOTAL PRIZE MONEY 

$1000



REVIEW PREVIOUS LESSON

UNIT 10: A DAY ON THE ISLAND 
LESSON 1

Look at the picture and answer the questions

How many 
people are 

there?

Where are 
they and 
what are 

they doing?



Look at the picture and answer the questions

Would you 
like to go to 
this beach?

What can 
you do at 

this beach?

Look at the picture and answer the questions

Let’s try to 
find things 

that start with 
the letter ‘S’



Look at the picture. Is it True (T) or False (F)

1. Some people are on the beach. 
2. A boy who is wearing a red hat is singing out loud. 

T
F

Look at the picture. Is it True (T) or False (F)

3. The bird is flying in the sky. 
4. A man is sitting in a boat and fishing.

F
T



Listen and draw lines . Who is who?

Audioscript
Look at the picture. Listen and look. There is one 
example 
Boy: The children are enjoying the island. 
Woman: Yes, they are, but what’s the matter with 
that boy? 
Boy: Oh! You mean Jack. He’s looking for his 
glasses. He dropped them near that plant/ 
Woman: Oh yes! I can see them now. 
Can you see the line? This is an example. Now you 
listen and draw lines. 
1. Boy: Look at Sally!

Woman: Where? 
Boy: There. She’s the girl who’s behind that big 
rock. 
Woman: Oh yes! I can see her. She’s playing 
with her friend. 

2. Boy: There’s Peter. 
Woman: Which one’s he? 
Boy: There. I think he’s sleeping in the sun. 
Woman: I think he’s awake, but his eys are 
closed because it’s sunny. 

3. Woman: Who’s that boy? The boy who’s 
calling the parrot? 

Boy: Oh, that’s Sam. 
Woman: Why’s he doing that? 
Boy: Because the parrot’s not in its 

cage. Look! The door’s open. 
Woman: Oh dear! 

4. Boy: Vicky doesn’t look very happy. 
Woman: Which one’s she? 
Boy: She’s the girl who’s holding her 

foot. 
Woman: DId she hurt her foot on that 

shell?
Boy: Yes, I think she did. 

5 Boy: And there’s Alex. He’s very funny. 
Woman: The boy on the boat? 
Boy: Yes! 
Woman: I like his pirate hat! 
Boy: Me too! 



REVIEW PREVIOUS LESSON

UNIT 10: A DAY ON THE ISLAND 
LESSON 2

Look. Read and write 

 The pirate on the ship is wearing ______________________
What is the person in the small boat doing?__________________. 

a black hat.

fishing.

Look. Read and write 

1. The woman in the pink dress has got __________________.
2. A parrot is sitting at the top of ________________________. 

some glasses.

the coconut tree

3. What is the man in the orange shorts holding? __________________.
4. Where is the girl hiding? ________________________. 

Look. Read and write 

behind the rock.

(bird) cage



5. ________________________________________________
6. ________________________________________________. 

Write two sentences about the picture to describe it. Look and find

Where is the 
boat?

Where’s the 
sun?

Look and find

Where’s the 
boy who’s 
wearing a 
red hat?

Where’s the 
parrot?

You have 1 minute. Try to describe the picture.



Now, you read this sentence aloud and answer the questions 

The pirate in the big boat has a black hat on his head! 

Which words start 
with the letter ‘H’ ?

Who has a black 
hat?

Which words start 
with the letter ‘B’?

Take turns to talk with your teacher 

Do you like to go to the 
beach in summer?

Would you like to play 
volleyball with your 

friends on the beach?

Where would you like 
to go on summer 

holiday?



REVIEW PREVIOUS LESSON

UNIT 10: A DAY ON THE ISLAND 
LESSON 3

What’s this

The sea 

What’s this

A river

What’s this

A lake



What’s this

A desert 

Look and answer the question

Which 
picture is 
different? 

Why?

1 2 3 4

Picture 4 
doesn’t have 
water. You 

can’t swim in a 
desert. 

Look and answer the question

Which 
picture is 
different? 

Why?

Picture 2 : the seat is 
different. You can 

travel on a bike, a boat 
and a helicopter but 

you sit on a seat. 

4321

What’s this?

A fish



What’s this?

A towel

Look and answer the question

Which 
picture is 
different? 

Why?

Picture 1. The plate is 
yellow. The towel, the 
bag and the boat are 

red.

1 432

1

Which 
picture is 
different? 

Why?

Look and answer the question

4

32

Picture 1. The girl isn’t 
awake, she’s sleeping 

or lying down. The 
other three girls are all 

standing up/ awake



REVIEW PREVIOUS LESSON

UNIT 11:  THE DIFFERENT THINGS WE DO
LESSON 1

Look at the picture and answer 

What’s this? 
What can you do 

with the ball? 
Can you kick the 

ball? 
Can you catch 

the ball?

Can you throw 
the ball?

What can you do?

Can you eat a 
cake?

What can you do?

Can you cook a 
motorbike?

What can you do 
with the 

motorbike?



What can you do?

Can you drive a 
mobile phone?

What can you 
do with the 

phone?

Can you count 
from 1 to 100 ?

What can you do?

Can you spell 
the word 
‘CAN’?

Look and answer  

Can you 
answer a 

door?

Can you ride 
a door?

What can you 
do with a 

door?

Look and say 

Can she 
answer her 

phone?

Yes, she 
can.

Is it OK to answer 
a phone when 

you’re eating with 
your family?



Things I do. Draw lines.

1. Answer
2. Wait at 
3. Invite 
4. Water 
5. Build 
6. Dress 
7. Clap 
8. Go
9. Count

a. my mum’s favourite plant 
b. my phone
c. up in funny clothes
d. a model plane 
e. to sleep
f. my friends to a party 

g. the bus stop
h. my hands
i. from 1 to 100

Answer: 2.g 3.f 4.j 5.d 6.c
7.h 8.e 9.a 10.i



REVIEW PREVIOUS LESSON

UNIT 11:  THE DIFFERENT THINGS WE DO
LESSON 2

Choose the correct sentences

Build a house Water models of planes

Clap your hands

Choose the correct sentences 

Wash dishes Answer a helicopter

Plant a tree 

Listen to your teacher and tick the box. 

P/s: 
Teachers 
look at 
notes

1. What’s Peter doing now? 2. What is Jane doing now?

3. What’s Paul doing now?
4. What is Alex doing now?



Listen to your teacher and tick the box. 

P/s: 
Teachers 
look at 
notes

1. What’s Peter doing now? 2. What is Jane doing now?

3. What’s Paul doing now?
4. What is Alex doing now?

Fill in the blank  to make complete words

A L_FT

SWE_TS A SH_P

MOUSTAC_E

Fill in the blank  to make complete words

AN A_PHABET

AN ARMCHA_R A B_E

APPL_S

Draw a circle round the word that means the same thing! 

1. lift elevator everyone earache
2. shop sport store skate
3. film moon moustache movie
4. football son soccer soup
5. sweets centre candy country
6. flat alphabet armchair apartment

P/s: Teachers 
look at notes 



https://www.eslgamesplus.com/actio
n-verbs-nouns-collocation-esl-vocabul

ary-pirate-board-game/

Let’s play
With this interactive game, teachers give students the right to control the 
screen and play the game in the link below.

First the teacher shares the screen. Then the student chooses View option ->
Request Remote Control -> Request. Then the teacher choose Approve

Students can only play this game if they use computer or Ipad. Otherwise,
please ignore this slide.



REVIEW PREVIOUS LESSON

Answer the questions.

UNIT 11: THE DIFFERENT THINGS WE DO
LESSON 3

What are you 
doing now?

Can you go 
swimming in 

autumn?

Are you 
having dinner 

with your 
family?

Do you love 
watching 
cartoons?

Look at the picture and answer the questions 

Where’s the 
swimming 

pool?
Is there any 

car in the 
picture?

Is the swimming 
pool big?

Look at the picture and answer the questions 

Is the woman 
wearing a hat?



How many 
grown-ups can 

you see?

Look at the picture and answer the questions 

How many 
children are 

there?

Look at the picture and answer the questions 

Listen, colour and write.
AudioscriptLook at the picture. Listen and look. There is one 

example 
Man: Do you like this picture? 
Girl: Yes. it’s a great swimming pool? 
Man: The mother’s writing emails on her laptop.
Girl: Oh yes! Can I colour that? 
Man: Yes, please. Make it green. 
Can you see the green laptop? This is an example. 
Now you listen and colour and write.
One: 
Man: The father’s driving his sports car. He’s coming 
home. 
Girl: I’d like to colour his sports car! It’s so cool! 
Man: Good idea! Make it yellow. 
Girl: All right. Wow! It looks fantastic now. 
Two
Girl:  That boy’s naughty!
Man:  The boy who’s riding the bike? 
Girl:  Yes. Can I colour his sweater? 
Man: : Yes, colour it orange. 
Girl:   Can I colour it red? I like that colour more.
Man:  OK! 

Three
Girl: Why are all those things on the rug? 
Man: The children did their homework there, I think. 
Girl: Oh! Can I colour the biggest book? 
Man: Yes. Colour it blue, please. 
Girl: All right. I’m doing that now. 
Four
Man: There’s a box next to the pool. Can you see it? 
Girl: Yes, I can. 
Man: Good. Write ‘games’ under the word ‘garden’ on 
that box. 
Girl: Does this family have lots of fun in this garden, 
then? 
Man: Yes, they do. 
Five 
Man: Look! The woman’s daughter is in the tree. 
Girl: She’s good at climbing! Can I colour her hair? 
Man: Yes. You choose the colour of her hair! 
Girl: How about brown? 
Man: OK! Thanks. This picture looks a lot better now! 



Who is doing what.  Write to complete the sentences

1. ____________________ and _____________________ are  w____________________!
2. ____________________                                                   is   s_______________on a seat. 
3. ____________________                                                   is j _______________into the water. 
4. ____________________                                                   is w_______________ a T-shirt. 
5. ____________________                                                   is s_________________ in the pool.
6. ___________________                                                     is r________________under the tree. 

Mr. Nice

Eva

Ms. Nice

Tom

Anna

Hugo

Jane

Who is doing what.  Write to complete the sentences

1. ____________________ and _____________________ are  w____________________!
2. ____________________                                                   is   s_______________on a seat. 
3. ____________________                                                   is j _______________into the water. 
4. ____________________                                                   is w_______________ a T-shirt. 
5. ____________________                                                   is s_________________ in the pool.
6. ___________________                                                     is r________________under the tree. 

Mr. Nice

Eva

Ms. Nice

Tom

Anna

Hugo

Jane

Mr. Nice Tom aving 
Mrs Nice itting

Eva 
Hugo 
Jane 

Anna

eading 
wimming 
earing

umping

Do you love 
colouring?

What colour 
do you like 

most?

Do you often 
colour pictures 

at school?

Can you draw 
a kitten? What can you 

do with a 
camera?

Let’s talk

Teacher, please remind the 
students to do homework and 
inform the result on Facebook 

group. 



UNIT 12: WE WANT TO DO THIS ONE DAY
LESSON 1

Look at the picture and answer the question

What is this child 
doing?

He’s sailing round an 
island.  

One day, would you 
like to sail round an 

island?

Look at the picture and answer the question

What is this child 
doing?

He’s climbing a 
mountain.

One day, would you 
like to climb a 

mountain?

Look at the picture and answer the question

What is this child 
doing?

He’s travelling to the 
moon.

One day, would you 
like to travel to the 

moon?



Look at the picture and answer the question

What is this child 
doing?

He’s sleeping 
under the stars.

One day, would you 
like to sleep under 

the stars?

Look at the picture and answer the question

What is this child 
doing?

He’s flying above 
the clouds..

One day, would you 
like to fly above the 

clouds?

Look at the picture and answer the question

What is this child 
doing?

She’s making 
friends with an 

alien..

One day, would you 
like to make friends 

with an alien?

Look at the picture and answer the question

What is this child 
doing?

He’s riding on an 
elephant;

One day, would you 
like to ride on an 

elephant?



Look at the picture and answer the question

What is this child 
doing?

He’s walking under 
a waterfall.

One day, would you 
like to walk under a 

waterfall?

What would you 
like to do one 

day?Would you like 
some 

sandwiches? Would you like 
to dance and 
play games?

Let’s talk with your teacher

Choose the correct answer to fill in the blanks 

One day, would you like to ………….?

A. sandwiches
B. make friends with an alien
C. pictures

Choose the correct answer to fill in the blanks 

Would you like ………….?

A. sandwiches
B. make friends with an alien
C. take photos with lions



Choose the correct answer to fill in the blanks 

Would you like to…………., one day?

A. helicopters
B. travel to the moon
C. flowers

Choose the correct answer to fill in the blanks 

James would like to……………… one day. 

A. buy helicopters
B. the moon
C. flowers

Choose the correct answer to fill in the blanks 

One day, I would like to ………………...

A. A doctor. 
B. Houses and buildings.
C. Become a singer.



What’s this?

This’s a book.

UNIT 12: WE WANT TO DO THIS ONE DAY
LESSON 2

Look and answer

What am I 
doing?

I’m reading 
books. 

What are 
you doing? 

Read and choose the best answer

 Hello, Zoe. 
What are you 

reading about?

A: Along the beach. 
B: A really cool woman. 
C: I can’t practise today.

TomZoe



Zoe Tom

A. She sailed around the 
world. 
B.  That’s her funny story! 
C. She’s not by the beach. What did the 

woman do?

Read and choose the best answer

Zoe Tom

A. Every day.
B.    In my room. 
C.    Last weekend.

When did you 
start reading 
this book?

Read and choose the best answer

Zoe Tom

A. No, it’s my sister’s.
B.    Is it hers or his?
C. My dad bought it.

Who gave you 
the book?

Read and choose the best answer

Zoe Tom

A. Yes, you are.
B. Yes, it is.
C. Yes, I do. 

Do you like the 
book?

Read and choose the best answer



Zoe Tom

A. There aren’t many 
pages.

B. I’m sorry about that. 
C. I’m not silly.

Is it a very long 
book?

Read and choose the best answer

Zoe Tom

A. Don’t worry!
B. Yes. OK!
C. So do I!

Can I read the 
book after you?

Read and choose the best answer



REVIEW PREVIOUS LESSON

UNIT 12: WE WANT TO DO THIS ONE DAY
LESSON 3

Look and say

A woman

Tired

Look and say

Downstairs

Look and say



Raining

Look and say

Buy

Look and say

Whales

Look and say

Swim

Look and say



Page

Look and say

Tablet

Look and say

Read the story. Choose a word from the box. Write the correct word next to 
numbers 1-5

Last Tuesday, Zoe’s father bought his daughter a present from the new bookshop 
in the town centre. It was a story that Zoe wanted to read about a 
______________ who sailed round the world in a very small boat. Her name was 
Mary Banks and she was only 22. It was a very exciting story. Sometimes the 
waves were really big and the wind was very strong. She saw jellyfish, 
(1)_____________ and sharks in the sea. She was often (2)__________ but she 
was never frightened. When Mary came home, lots of people wanted to read 
about her. 

woman

woman tired downstairs raining buy whales
swim page tablet

whales tired  

Read the story. Choose a word from the box. Write the correct word next to 
numbers 1-5

There was a website about Mary’s trip around the world and an e-book. There 
was a story about her on her back (3) _______ of Zoe’s favourite comic too! Zoe 
loved reading about Mary. ‘Can we (4)_________  a boat, Dad?’ she asked. ‘I 
want to sail around the world, too!’ Zoe’s father smiled, ‘I think that’s a great 
idea, Zoe. But first you must learn to (5)_____________!’

woman tired downstairs raining buy whales
swim page tablet

page 

buy 

swim  



Teacher, please remind the 
students to do homework and 
inform the result on Facebook 

group. 



Final Exam
 Speaking Test (7 minutes)
after Review Unit 10-12

       MOVERS 4 
REVIEW 4 UNIT 10-12
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$200

$100

1. Which thing starts with the letter ‘S’? 

A. C. 

B. D. 
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$100

1. Which thing starts with the letter ‘S’? 

A. C. 

B. D. 
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2. What’s this? 

A. The sea C. A desert

B. A river D. A mountain
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$100

2. What’s this? 

A. The sea C. A desert

B. A river D. A mountain
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3. What’s this? 

A. Cake C. Candy

B. Towel D. Pancake
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$400

$300

$200

$100

3. What’s this? 

A. Cake C. Candy

B. Towel D. Pancake
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4. What can you do with this phone? 

A. Cook the phone C. Answer the phone 

B. Wear the phone D. Eat the phone

$1,000
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$400

$300
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$100

4. What can you do with this phone? 

A. Cook the phone C. Answer the phone 

B. Wear the phone D. Eat the phone
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$100

5. Fill in the blank
“One day, would you like to …….?”

A. A doctor C.  A famous singer 

B. Make friends with an alien. D. Shops and stores
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5. Fill in the blank
“One day, would you like to …….?”

A. A doctor C.  A famous singer 

B. Make friends with an alien. D. Shops and stores
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6. “Would you like to…………., one 
day?”

A. Sandwich C. Travel to the moon

B. Helicopter D.  Shoes 

$1,000
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$400

$300
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$100

6. “Would you like to…………., one 
day?”

A. Sandwich C. Travel to the moon

B. Helicopter D.  Shoes 

CONGRATULATIONS! YOU WIN!
TOTAL PRIZE MONEY 

$1000


